November 9, 2020
City Council Meeting Item 15
Additional Information Notice of Motion
-----Original Message----From: Alex Smith
Sent: Monday, November 09, 2020 7:48 PM
To: clerks <clerks@citywindsor.ca>
Subject: NEW HOSPITAL
CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments
unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

ATTN:
MR. MAYOR & COUNCIL:
NEW HOSPITAL NOW
WE CAN’T WAIT
YOUR TRULY:
MR & MRS ALEX SMITH
AMHERSTBURG, ON

Sent from my iPad

401 Sunset Avenue, Windsor
Ontario, Canada N9B 3P4
T 519 253 3000 (2925) F 519 973 7064
www.uwindsor.ca/law

6 November 2020
Dear Mayor Dilkens and members of council,
Let me first thank you for your service to our community during a very challenging and
unprecedented several months.
I am writing in response to the motion contained in Agenda Item 15 on the council agenda for
Monday 9 November. I urge council members to vote against the motion supporting the building
of a new mega-hospital on the proposed County Road 42 location.
I am a Ward 4 resident and Associate Professor at Windsor Law. While I write in my personal
capacity, I am also the Director of the Windsor Law Centre for Cities, where our research,
teaching and community engagement focuses on the legal and policy tools of inclusive and
sustainable city-building.
The proposed hospital plan has not made sense since it was presented in 2015. And if it was
wrong in 2015, it is devastating in 2020 - from financial, equity, public health and climate
perspectives. I fully agree with those who say the pandemic has placed a new urgency on the
need for a better health care plan for this community, but this plan is not the one.
Across the country, city politicians, advocates and researchers are facing a moment of reckoning.
Never has there been more pressure on cities to address some of the biggest societal challenges –
climate, equity and in particular anti-Black and anti-Indigenous racism, public health, rising debt
loads and unreliable funding from upper levels of government.
People sometimes try to essentialize the opposition to the proposed hospital plan – is it about
climate? Is it about equitable and inclusive city-building? Is it cost and the idea of saddling our
community with debt for generations? Why can’t advocates get organized and decide what the
real problem is? In fact it is really and truly all of this.
Just as the frameworks of “just recovery”, “green recovery for all”, “healthy city” etc that are being
used by organizations and governments across the country right now include all of these pieces,
so must the decision-making in Windsor be equally nuanced and multi-pronged, when
participating in the most important vote you will make sitting at this council table.
It is infrastructure cost. The City of Windsor, like other cities in Canada, is tens of millions in
deficit this year due to the pandemic. New infrastructure to service new neighbourhoods now,
and paying for the upkeep of roads, sewers, etc to a much bigger footprint with a flat tax base,
will saddle all Windsor residents for generations.
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It is climate. Your council unanimously passed a climate emergency declaration almost exactly a
year ago. Either that means something or it doesn’t. These should not be empty words when the
world is burning. You will have read in the report submitted to council for Monday’s meeting by
Karina Richters that we are also burning through our carbon budget in this city, expecting to
exhaust the 2050 budget by 2029. The community energy plan emission reduction targets that
council passed in 2017 are likewise pipe dreams that we have no hope of meeting if we continue
with greenfield development and sprawl that includes both public services and low-density
housing. The net zero emissions plan for Sandwich South is window dressing on a development
that will be anything but net zero in terms of the real emissions impacts of a radically-expanded
city footprint. The City of Calgary took an impressive step this week and turned its back on 11
planned sprawl developments. Windsor, too, can change course.
It is equity. The proposed plan moves hospital services far from those who need them most.
2020 has brought a heightened and highly-overdue attention on the inequities and racisms of our
cities, services and built environment. We have heard from members of many communities in
Windsor, including Indigenous and Black communities, about the impacts of generations of racist
and inequitable urban planning and service provision. The hospital planning to date has
exacerbated that - both in the substance of the plan and in its failure to consult meaningfully in
any way with the communities most affected. Righting these wrongs requires more than a couple
of public meetings. It requires a full reset on how we bring these communities into our decisionmaking processes on the most important and generational of issues such as the new hospital
plan.
It is health. The pandemic has also shone a big, bright light on health. It’s easy to play this card
and say the pandemic tells us we need better health care facilities. Much more can be said on this
by health experts, but let me just add here that what we have learned from the pandemic also
includes some massive lessons about public health – and that public health piece has a huge tie-in
to how we build our cities. The pandemic is not the only enemy here – so are obesity, type 2
diabetes, air pollution (tied to automobile dependency), and a variety of other health challenges
exacerbated by cities’ poor urban planning choices. A city in which amenities such as hospitals
are located so far out of reach, where we have yet to install a single protected bike-lane to ensure
safe cycling (for ALL members of our community), where limited transit funding is now going to
have to stretch to cover an already far-too-vast area, is not a city which is prioritizing health,
regardless of how much it begs for a new hospital building.
There is one more elephant in this room. Cities are more reliant than ever on funding from other
levels of government. On Monday you will asked (again) to approve spending city money in the
hopes of attracting more federal funds for Sandwich South. The federal government in particular
has signalled its intent to fund a green recovery. I see the same thing in the research world – the
research funding calls from the federal government and from research funding agencies are
focussing on topics like climate research, healthier communities, strengthening transit systems,
often with an equity lens and often looking for vibrant community partnerships. In funding
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municipalities, partners such as the federal government will be looking to work with cities who
are speaking the same language. Who have seen the opportunity that is presented by this
pandemic to do a serious reset. Windsor is going to be far more competitive if it shows real
commitment to addressing the principles of the just recovery – equity, health, climate – than if it
simply goes for the window-dressing. The province, for its part, is looking to curb spending
amidst the financial crisis of COVID-19. Our plan will be far more attractive if it offers a more
economical way forward with better financial stewardship.
I will conclude with this: It has been said that regardless of whether we like the plan or not we
should support it because it is too late to go back and get it right. I strongly disagree. A few local
leaders have now spent years pushing on a provincial door that shows no signs of opening. But if
instead we step back and look at what our community needs, and make an ambitious plan into
which people feel they’ve had input, just watch all of those people quickly put their weight behind
opening that door.
For all of the strife that the hospital plan has caused our community, it has also ignited passions
and commitment. That energy, far from dissipating, can be thrown behind a plan that we all buy
into. Imagine then a campaign, fuelled by a broad range of Windsor’s communities and
community leaders - rather than an outside PR agency - which truly says to the province and
federal governments, “We ALL Can’t Wait”.
I urge you therefore not to vote in favour of Monday’s motion. Instead, vote for community
cohesion and collective action – and commit to moving forward a new plan that will truly
improve the health and well-being of our whole community.

Yours sincerely,

Anneke Smit, PhD
Associate Professor

C.A.R.P. WINDSOR ESSEX CHAPTER 7
November 8, 2020.
“Windsor Essex needs our new acute care hospital-now”
To Windsor City Council:
Good Day Mr. Mayor and Councillors,
I am speaking in support of the Mayor’s motion that Windsor Essex needs our
new acute care hospital now.
I speak as an older adult, a resident of Windsor, and with the support of the
C.A.R.P. Windsor Essex Chapter 7.
Older adults are the largest fastest growing demographic in our community and
CARP the largest national older adults advocacy association with more than
320,000 members including more than 4000 in Windsor Essex.
C.A.R.P. priorities are promoting equitable access to health care , financial
security, and freedom from ageism.
Windsor Essex residents do not enjoy equitable access to health care relative to
other regions in Ontario – our hospitals are past their best days, expensive to
maintain, and in the face of a pandemic a comparable danger from cross
contamination to patients and staff.
Why should we need to have been sending our Covid19 tests 180km to London
and why do we need to travel there for so many treatments and surgeries?
The new regional mega hospital plan is needed to continue to attract the best and
brightest health professionals and researchers to our community and to support
our local medical schools at the University of Windsor and St Clair College.
Finally in my allotted 5 minutes, I note that at 78, my appeal to the provincial
government for the next phase funding of this multi year project is not for me but
for my children and grandchildren, thank you for your attention and support,
Larry Duffield, Advocacy Chair,
Windsor Essex Chapter 7, C.A.R.P.

November 9, 2020
City Council Meeting Item 15
Additional Information Notice of Motion
From: david hanna
Sent: Monday, November 09, 2020 1:56 AM
To: clerks <clerks@citywindsor.ca>
Cc: david hanna
Subject: Additional Information: Item 15 Notice of Motion by Mayor Dilkens 'City Support new Hospital
on WRH land'
CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments
unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

Hello
I would request that copy of this e-mail be attached as written Delegation to:
Item No. 15, Notice of Motion by Mayor Dilkens, "That the City of Windsor Supports
Construction of a New Regional Acute Care Hospital on the land purchased by WRH and
asking that the Government of Ontario Prioritize Funding to move this Project Forward"
I would like to state that I do not support the Mayors Motion, particularly as it stands.
1. The motion appears deliberately misleading. The Motion appears to imply by expectation
that the WRH land in question is the property recently purchased by WRH at 'Concession 9 and
Hwy. 42' but does not directly state this as the location in the motion. This aspect of dis-clarity,
a cardinal sin of professional neglect, obfuscation or possible misrepresentation improper for
either a registered Lawyer or an elected representative to the people. The motion as worded
could appear to some as possibly even political subterfuge designed to entice City Councillors
to expedite voting in agreement to something, they might not actually agree with had it been
stated more clearly and precisely. Particularly grievous on an already crowded and extended
City Agenda.
2. When the Mayor states that the "City of Windsor supports construction of a new Regional
Acute Care Hospital" - he assumes that the entire Corporate Entity of the City of Windsor or
that all of the City of Windsor's Citizens support the construction of the existing WRH plan as is
- and that is simply not the case. Years of petition and protest belay that fact. There has never
been a Referendum on the issue of location and design and most certainly enough citizens have
taken action and fervently voiced informed, well researched opinion against the HWY 42
location proposed by an unaccountable WRH. Regular citizens of Windsor opposed to the site
to the point of being literally abused to future legitimate dissent by intimidation tactics such as
frivolous one-sided court costs - for speaking their legitimate concerns. Like paying your taxes in

expectation of being legitimately served and heard and then find out that free speech is only
for those rich or connected enough to afford it. Shameful!
3. Relevant here, also particular to the City seemingly misusing taxpayer paid WEEDC funds to
outsource an expensive one-sided, unmandated propaganda campaign. A WEEDC Campaign
politicized to push a poorly, chosen rural site (based on rural biased site selection criteria and
site selection committee inexperienced to proper Planning objectives) for the proposed new
WRH 'MegaHospital' Hwy 42 site and hasten catalyst for premature private greenfield
development. Premature Private Greenfield site Development that would not occur without
Developer privateers piggybacking on the extra hundreds of millions in taxpayer funded
infrastructure costs necessitated to service such a presently un-serviced rural Greenfield site
proposed for the new WRH Megahospital at Hwy 42. New infrastructure that would not be
necessary if the WRH were to choose an inner-City site already serviced near the City core. The
fiduciary duty of the City of Windsor to be fiscally responsible to its citizen taxpayers - now
being exploited by a privileged connected few for private commercial profit and
environmentally damaging sprawl.
4. The audacity of City Administration having Item No. 8.5 "Sandwich South Development Net
Zero" on the same City Agenda as the Mayor's motion to support a rural location for the WRH
"MegaHospital" as being made ruthless fantasy. As the HWY 42 location would require an
entirely new, expensively designed huge Energy system to support a new MegaHospital in that
rural location. Versus utilizing an extra capacity existing District Heating / Cooling / Energy
System already located downtown if the MegaHospital were to be built at a beautiful riverfront
site near to and share the existing Ceasars Casino District Heating / Cooling Energy system. The
Ceasar's system already currently sharing their facility to other existing entities such as even
servicing the new Windsor City Hall. A common parking structure could occur downtown as
well.
5. Common, universal human health concerns and decency would surmise that very few, if any
citizens would be against a new Acute Care Hospital facility being built. But to completely
demolish TWO existing Windsor Hospital facilities (including an award-winning design of the
recent existing WRH Cancer facility) to be replaced with one single site (same Bed capacity size
as the two existing Windsor Hospitals) Acute Care Hospital on the rural fringes, directly
adjacent to a noisy / busy International Airport (an Airport whose land length physically divides
proper access to the proposed WRH Megahospital location) does a great disservice to
Windsor's most vulnerable. This sets an environmentally negative sprawl precedent - contrary
to good planning principles and forever hindering Windsor City renewal, should the proposed
WRH site location and architectural plan not be properly reconsidered. There is time to do a
better job. It just requires new eyes and will.
Sincerely,
David Hanna
Ward 3 Resident
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Additional Information Notice of Motion
From: Dr. Kadri
Sent: Sunday, November 08, 2020 9:40 PM
To: clerks <clerks@citywindsor.ca>
Subject: Fwd: City council motion scheduled for tomorrow
CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments
unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

Hello:
Please see below. I would kindly request that the city counselors to have this email in front of
them prior to any vote.

Thank you
Sent from my iPhone
Begin forwarded message:
From: "Dr. Kadri"
Date: November 8, 2020 at 8:16:09 AM EST
To: doug.fordco@pc.ola.org, Christine Elliottco <christine.elliottco@pc.ola.org>, Drew Dilkens
<Ddilkens@city.windsor.on.ca>
Subject: City council motion scheduled for tomorrow
Dear Premier Ford and health minister Elliott and Mayor Dilkens:
I hope all is well with you.

There is a scheduled motion tomorrow to get a vote from city Council about the recently
purchased site for the proposed Acute care hospital facility and $2 billion proposed hospital
system for which a tax levy $200 million was imposed upon the residents of Windsor in Essex
County long ago.
I have communicated with you about having concerns that are very serious regarding
misrepresentation of this proposed system to the public in imposing this tax levy. I have raised
concerns in the past repeatedly.
The public and city council members have a right to know about the full scope of these concerns
prior to any further Decision making. Unfortunately I am participating in a hearing funded by the

MOH whereby I’ve been instructed that I am not allowed to speak in publicly about any issue
related to or being presented at this hearing.
Given the evidence that I have regarding misrepresentation, conflict of interest, public safety and
the public interest etc, I feel it is highly inappropriate to have this meeting without this
information being presented for the general public and other council members have available to
them.
In my opinion, this information should lead to a formal public inquiry, Particularly when monies
have been taken from the public while such gross misrepresentation has occurred.
The public has a right to see the evidence presented to them. Any individual wishing to bring
evidence forward that Has such a profound effect on public interest, and on the public purse
should be heard.
I am registering my objection to this meeting and vote taking place without this information
being presented.
Respectfully
Dr. Kadri.

Sent from my iPhone
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From: Elaine Sharp
Sent: Friday, November 6, 2020 12:13 PM
To: clerks <clerks@citywindsor.ca>
Subject: Re:item 15
CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments
unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

I feel that having only 1 hospital and putting out way out on county road 42 is a bad idea. It will
strongly limit access to a large percentage of citizens who are classified as vulnerable sector
Please don't support this
Elaine Sharp
Windsor, Ontario
-Sent from Outlook Email App for Android

November 4, 2020
City of Windsor

ATTENTION:

Mayor & Council

RE:

Mega-Hospital Location

Dear Mayor & Windsor Council:
Please keep in mind, that BOTH the current (Conservative) and past (Liberal) Provincial Governments
have APPROVED FUNDING for the project, NO MATTER THE LOCATION. Please DON’T SUPPORT A bad location.
Council is being given an opportunity to comment on the MEGA-HOSPITAL LOCATION. Something the
RESIDENTS of Windsor-Essex HAVE BEEN DENIED. Council can now be the voice of sober second thought.
Ever since this site was chosen, the Mayor and the Site Selection Committee have shut down debate.
They preach that a “Silent Majority” approves of the proposed County Road 42 location. I suggest more residents
can’t speak, as a part of the “SILENCED MAJORITY”. Health Service Professionals (Hospitals, Health Unit, LHIN,
Medical Centres) and Municipal Staff (City, County, ERCA, Facility Employees) can’t speak for fear of losing their
jobs. Do we not think staff have concerns about adding commute times to their 12 hr days? (risk staff and patient
health). Was there a staff survey asking how they get to work? (vehicles, walk, cycle, public transit), or where they
live. Misleading comments and bullying by Mr. Musjy and Mayor. Threatening BIAs, saying residents support
closing 2 hospitals for 1 Mega (while London has 4) and saying CAMPP doesn’t want a new hospital, but rather
retro-fit the old ones, is FALSE. Also, were 1st Nations consulted.
The proposed location on County Road 42 is concerned with increasing Windsor’s tax base, by
unnecessarily enticing sprawl and expanding our ecological footprint. If it wasn’t for the Hospital Proposal, the
Sandwich South lands wouldn’t see development for another 100 years. Then we could talk about putting a
Hospital there. This location is a 1 hit wonder, it gets us a new hospital but creates far more detriment.
I find it interesting that a farm field without any services (public transit, road networks, water, sewers,
flood mitigation, electricity/hydro, gas, phone/internet/cable, maintenance costs) is cheaper to develop than the
GEMM property, which is adjacent to all these services.
Community advocates for the environment, for public transit, for the poor, for seniors and for the
physically and mentally challenged, have stated that the County Road 42 location is detrimental. Why then
would it continue to be pursued? Let’s look at who support this location. I am NOT going to include, those that
want a New Hospital anywhere (since they would agree to the GEMM site as well). All the supporters, will gain
financially from the County Road 42 site. The City through increased tax revenues, the land owners from
increased property values and the developers from unnecessary sprawl.
Only one Hospital is always at risk of collapsing our local health system with the threat of disaster (plane
crash, explosion, tornado, pandemic).
How will this location affect the airport? I say it will have to move. Expansion space will be limited by the
hospital location, flying schools will have limits placed on them and we won’t have any air shows. The retention
ponds will attract birds and create a potential for air strikes and possible crashes, near or into hospital. Will radar
and aircraft electronics be affected by the hospital’s energy supplies?
We are using 1950’s Planning Policies to develop a 21st Century Hospital. Unfortunately, the term “Build
it and they will come” is not a fiscally accountable way to develop a Hospital. Especially when taxpayers are
paying for all the services associated with the sprawling development. It goes against Provincial Planning Policy
and Climate Adaptation Plan by eliminating farmland, increasing emissions and increasing our ecological footprint.
1 of 2 - gca

2 of 2 – gca
Those frustrated by the lack of progress in constructing a new hospital, tell residents like myself, “the
discussion is over”, “no is no”, “get over it or we’ll lose the provincial money”. Well, the facts are these. There
has never been a discussion on the location. The GEMM property was the 1st choice, therefore County Road 42
was told NO, so that location should be scrapped. Finally, why would we settle for 2nd best, when the money has
already been promised, no matter what location we choose.
The GEMM Property offers all the benefits of a 21st Century Hospital, built with 21st Century Planning
Strategies. A location that will draw investment, spur economic growth and further our abilities to advance
medical research, by attracting world class professionals. All this, while focusing on Sustainable Development,
Climate Adaptation and fiscal accountability.
With respect to Climate Adaptation and Sustainable Development, the GEMM site can put Windsor into
a category of progressive cities across Canada (Toronto, Calgary, Montreal) and the world (New York, Chicago,
Paris, London) by moving away from automobile commuting. They focus on rail and active transportation,
freeing up road networks, reducing commute times and reducing emissions. We just spent $700,000 on an
unusable streetcar. Having a site adjacent to the VIA Rail corridor, provides an opportunity for real streetcar use.
Eastern commuters from Chatham-Kent and all sites in between can avoid traffic jams, hazardous winter
weather, potential accidents and reduce travel times by relaxing on a streetcar. (I did it daily, commuting into
downtown Toronto from the Kawarthas). The same process can take us west to Crawford Road. Rail can also act
as a link to researchers across the country, “Meds and Eds” as they like to call it. This may finally put a hotel by
the WFCU Centre, attracting spectators as well. The rail corridor can also be used by EMS vehicles to avoid traffic
jams and save travel times to the hospital.
The GEMM site will attract tenants to vacant buildings and attract businesses to in-fill vacant lots along
Jefferson, Lauzon Parkway, Tecumseh Road and the Kew Drive industrial lands. The GEMM lands can eliminate
unnecessary sprawl, reduce travel times, reduce emissions and reduce the need for increased roadways and the
paving over of greenfields. This will reduce heat islands and reduce flash flooding as a result of creating less
permeable surfaces.
If we want to speak about fiscal accountability, the GEMM site overwhelmingly covers that issue as well.
Hundreds of millions of infrastructure dollars will be saved. The property is accessible with established bus
routes, it provides an active transportation network in the area, it has 2 and 3 lane road networks surrounding
the site and it has access to water, sewer, electricity and communication infrastructure.
For our county residents, GEMM is only 10 minutes up the road and closer than Met or Hotel Dieu. Rail
and Bus service to the north-eastern part of the county will provide better service.
I’m interested in knowing what exactly is happening to all our current Hospital infrastructure. HotelDieu and Windsor Regional are supposed to be torn down. The Grace site was supposed to be a 4-storey
emergency centre, that is now a “International Village”, fancy term for residential neighbourhood. What is the
truth?
Please defer making a decision until the residents of Windsor-Essex are allowed to comment. Let
democracy rule, we need a County wide REFERENDUM (highlighting BOTH locations). Residents of WindsorEssex should also be allowed to choose where a $2 billion investment be constructed.
If an un-elected Federal Government Committee came to Windsor and said we are placing an Amazon
Warehouse along our Riverfront, would the Mayor & Council just agree to the site with no comment. Why is this
happening now?
Sincerely,
Giovanni Abati
Ward 4 – 2562 Ida
(519) 300-2063

November 9, 2020
City Council Meeting Item 15
Additional Information Notice of Motion
From: Hugo Vega
Sent: Monday, November 09, 2020 12:41 PM
To: clerks <clerks@citywindsor.ca>
Subject: Fwd: Request to vote AGAINST County Rd. 42 Hospital Location, Hugo & Danae Vega
CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments
unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

Greetings,
Forgot to cc the clerks@citywindsor.ca email on the below email. Is it possible to have my email
still included in the formal record even if after the fact?
Grateful for you support,
Hugo

Begin forwarded message:
From: Hugo Vega
Date: November 9, 2020 at 8:09:02 AM EST
To: mayoro@citywindsor.ca, ffrancis@citywindsor.ca, fcostante@citywindsor.ca,
rbortolin@citywindsor.ca, cholt@citywindsor.ca, esleiman@citywindsor.ca,
joagignac@citywindsor.ca, JGill@citywindsor.ca, gkaschak@citywindsor.ca,
kmckenzie@citywindsor.ca, jmorrison@citywindsor.ca
Cc: Danae Vega <danaemasse@hotmail.com>
Subject: Request to vote AGAINST County Rd. 42 Hospital Location, Hugo & Danae Vega
Dear Mayor and City Councillors of the City of Windsor,
My name is Hugo Vega and I am writing to you on behalf of, not only myself but, my wife Danae and our
two children, Demi (7) and Arie (5), as it relates to agenda item 15 on the City of Windsor’s November
9, 2020 Council meeting; urging that you vote against the motion supporting the building of a new
mega-hospital on the proposed County Road 42 location.
First, let me start by thanking each of you for choosing to represent the residents of our City. It is no
easy task, and I believe that those that step up, do so to bring about positive change. Secondly, let me
commend you for fighting so hard to bring world class healthcare infrastructure to our region. It is
needed, and I believe you have our entire community’s support behind you to that end.

However, understanding what is at stake, we feel a responsibility to acknowledge and support the
voices that have stepped up to articulate valid concerns in choosing a location that, among other things,
will likely diminish access to large sections of our population that are already vulnerable and
marginalized; is counter to our Climate Emergency Declaration; may exacerbate our youth retention
crisis; and lacks the type of fiscal and social stewardship that emerging and future generations demand
from their governments. Further, we must acknowledge the voices that have not been directly heard
from, consulted with, and meaningfully informed and engaged; which to us, better defines the ‘silent
majority’. This latter concern represents our most grievous complaint and demand.
As proud residents of Ward 3, Danae and I made a very conscious and intentional decision 10 years ago
to move and start a new life together in the core of our city. It was a deeply intentional decision that
aligned with our values and with what we, as parents, wished to provide to our children: a walkable
community, a smaller carbon footprint, socio-economic and cultural diversity and careers and lifestyles
that not only bettered our own quality of life and environment, but that of those who don’t have the
same opportunities as us.
As young adults, we looked around and studied the world we grew up in and came to understand how
individual and collective decisions have birthed policies, institutions and societies that create disparities
and inequality among people, be it intentionally or not. Inequalities that manifest in access to education,
healthcare and economic opportunities. Inequalities that have taken their toll on vulnerable people, as
well as our environment, which our community has not been immune to. We knew then, that being part
of the solution required us to make hard decisions, to sacrifice when needed and to go against the grain
and beyond the bare minimum if it meant an opportunity to create a more equitable future. We chose
to stay in Windsor-Essex to invest our lives in, not despite of, but precisely because we understood some
of its shortcomings and wanted to be part of its inspiring renaissance. Over the years we have seen and
celebrated how most of our region has flourished beautifully, however, our city core, and our most
vulnerable people and neighbourhoods, seem to be the exception.
As such, we are not asking of you anything that we ourselves are not willing to model for our children.
We trust that you have our region’s best interest in mind and that you will work hard to secure this
important investment, but that is arguably the easy part. Difficult work by our elected officials needs to
be accompanied with leadership fit for the realities we face in 2020. Leadership with values that go
beyond baseline standards of regional economics, efficiencies and adherence to minimum
requirements.
Today, true leadership recognizes and involves all of us and demands the transformation of systems to
be more just, equitable, sustainable and environmentally viable. It means inclusive, community-inspired
and community-led solutions that are more complex to design and execute but will be more meaningful
in their impacts. On this issue, like other great work being led by local talent through new and emerging
best practices, we need to heed the United Nation’s advice on how to tackle our most pressing social
issues, including climate change, through procedural justice (i.e., participation by all in decision making),
intergenerational equity and distributive justice (i.e., how the costs and benefits of actions/solutions are
distributed fairly). https://www.ipcc.ch/site/assets/uploads/sites/2/2019/05/SR15_Chapter1_Low_Res.pdf.
We need to work together to recognize what academia has been pointing to for years: inequality across
developed countries, including Canada, has direct correlations to increased rates of depression,
burnout, drug abuse, drop out rates, obesity, unhappy childhoods, low election turnouts and social and

political distrust- all consequences that affect everyone in those societies, not just those in poverty,
though the stakes are even higher for them.

“Also see: Brian Nolan et al., Changing Inequalities and Societal Impacts in Rich Countries: Thirty Countries’ Experiences (2014). This report on a
major study conducted by more than 200 researchers throughout Europe, the U.S., Australia, Canada, Japan, and South Korea found strong
links between inequality and reduced happiness, social mobility, and election turnouts and greater desire for status. Correlations between
crime and social participation are less clear cut; poverty has a higher adverse effect across the board than inequality.”

I respect that immense time and effort has already gone into the site selection process to date and
recognize how difficult it must be to even consider a change now with all the “right boxes” already
checked off. However, climate change, the ongoing pandemic and the BLM movement continue to
clearly expose the flaws, blind spots and inadequacies of antiquated systems and decision-making
processes that are propelling us towards a collective cliff where most of us stand to lose
significantly. Perhaps now, more than ever, we need to see that the best, bravest and wisest way
forward may be to recognize we’ve taken some missteps, while realizing we have the time, resources
and creativity to correct them if we work together.
Becoming the world class community that we all dream of is possible, and it is within our reach, but not
if we leave our most vulnerable behind.
With trust and confidence,
The Vega family

November 9, 2020
City Council Meeting Item 15
Additional Information Notice of Motion
-----Original Message----From: keith simison
Sent: Friday, November 06, 2020 5:06 PM
To: clerks <clerks@citywindsor.ca>
Subject: RE: November 9 Council Meeting: Support of Proposed Motion
CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments
unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

Hello,
I am writing regarding the proposed notice of motion regarding the Hospital listed for the November 9
Council meeting. Aged. Tired. Crumbling. Those are words that front line staff use to describe the state
of repair at Windsor-Essex’s hospitals. Its time to address this! I support the new Windsor-Essex
Hospitals System because it's the obvious move. People need good hospitals. Patients, of course, need
the best possible environment for treatment and recovery. The current state is no where close to the
best Windsor can do. This is not about want it's about need. This does not just impact patients but the
nurses, doctors and all those who spend everyday working to help others. These frontline heroes
deserve better. Please consider the clear necessity of a new Windsor-Essex Hosptials System. People like
me and so many more are counting on you.
Thank you,
Keith Simison

November 9, 2020
City Council Meeting Item 15
Additional Information Notice of Motion
-----Original Message----From: Lenore Langs
Sent: Sunday, November 08, 2020 10:04 AM
To: clerks <clerks@citywindsor.ca>
Subject: Notice of Motion - Item 15 on November 9
CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments
unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

I am writing concerning item 15 (Notices of Motion) on the City Council Agenda for November 9, 2020.
I agree that Windsor needs a new acute care hospital. However, for many reasons, I am not in favour of
the County Road 42 site.
First of all, the cost of widening roads and installing adequate sewers and flood control equipment will
be astronomical, and will fall on the backs of the residents of Windsor - not the county.
Secondly, building a hospital on the outskirts of the city will bleed medical personnel and related
businesses and residences away from the heart of the city. We have seen across the river what that
leads to.
Finally, Windsor, as well as all of Essex County, is vastly "under-treed". The best way to develop the
County Road 42 site would be to help it return to natural forest land. The trees would absorb great
amounts of groundwater, thus alleviating flooding, they would provide oxygen and absorb carbon,
helping to prevent more climate change, and would be a sanctuary for birds and other wildlife, helping
to bring our area back into ecological balance.
Sincerely,
Lenore Langs

City Council Appeal Against the Location of the Mega-Hospital
Thank you so much for including me in the discussion. My name is Lyra Sheldon, I’m a first year
university student living in downtown Windsor but studying at the University of Ottawa. I believe
it is extremely important in discussions like these to include younger voices, especially on issues
that greatly affect our future. The location of the mega-hospital will have a huge impact on my
future, and that of all other young people in the area. One of the main reasons for this is because at
my stage of life, people are having to think about where they want to work or go to school, and
ultimately where they want to live. The accessibility of medical services and thus the location of
the mega hospital would play a huge role in this decision for many young people. An inaccessible
hospital would not only hurt the community gravely, it would also deter young people with the
choice to study or work outside of Windsor from staying. On a personal note, I was born in
Windsor at the Grace Hospital downtown: My mom walked to the hospital, gave birth to me, and
walked home. That kind of accessibility is not only wonderful, but necessary, as many people
don’t have access to a car or the money for a cab, or would prefer to use active transit options in
addition to transit. The possibility of a hospital location that is inaccessible to those living in the
downtown core does not go unnoticed by youth in our community, a fact that should be considered
today. One of the other factors that affects a young person’s decision to live in a city are the choices
municipalities are making to create a greener, more sustainable community. I have recently being
involved in the organization of a Windsor Youth Climate council, and in doing so I’ve had the
pleasure of hearing from many youth who are passionate about climate justice and hoping to
encourage legislators to consider the impact of every municipal decision on the environment. The
proposed location of the mega hospital would necessitate the use of vehicles to access it,
diminishing the walkability of the city, creating urban sprawl instead of strengthening the
community of the downtown core, and ultimately contributing to the overall emissions produced
by Windsor and Essex County. In 2019 the City of Windsor declared a climate emergency: young
people are looking to the decision makers in the area to stand by that declaration, and to make
choices for the future of the next generations as though our lives depend on it, because they do
-Coming out of lockdown especially, we have the opportunity to take this sense of community and
mutual support that has come out of the pandemic, showing us the importance of accessible health
services, investing in our communities, and make changes that will have a positive impact on our
lives and on the lives of future generations in Windsor and Essex County. We have the chance to
make medical services more accessible to All members of our community, while taking into
consideration the impact every infrastructural decision has on the future of our planet as well as the
considerations of young people in the area. I urge you to vote against the proposed location of the
mega hospital, and to make a better choice for the sake of our future. Thank you.
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City Council Meeting Item 15
Additional Information Notice of Motion
From: Madelaine Cameron Schmidt
Sent: Saturday, November 07, 2020 3:07 PM
To: clerks <clerks@citywindsor.ca>
Cc: mayoro <mayoro@citywindsor.ca>; Francis, Fred <ffrancis@citywindsor.ca>; Costante, Fabio
<fcostante@citywindsor.ca>; Bortolin, Rino <rbortolin@citywindsor.ca>; Holt, Chris
<cholt@citywindsor.ca>; Sleiman, Ed <esleiman@citywindsor.ca>; Gignac, Jo-Anne (Councillor)
<joagignac@citywindsor.ca>; Gill, Jeewen <JGill@citywindsor.ca>; Kaschak, Gary
<gkaschak@citywindsor.ca>; Mckenzie, Kieran <kmckenzie@citywindsor.ca>; Morrison, Jim
<jmorrison@citywindsor.ca>
Subject: Item 15 Notices of Motion - Addition - Nov. 9 City Council Meeting
CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments
unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

Dear Council Members,
I am writing to express my opposition to the proposed location of Windsor’s new Mega-hospital on
County Road 42.
I am a resident of Ward 4 and have watched closely over the last few years as the City of Windsor has
made decisions, time and time again, without engaging in necessary dialogue with its citizens. Fostering
collaboration between elected officials and their constituents is the foundation to a democratic
decision-making process. As we have witnessed, any such cooperation has been blatantly disregarded
throughout this undertaking, alongside a number of obvious steps that have been bypassed in the
process.
I will not touch any further on the City of Windsor’s poor engagement process.
Instead, I would like to draw attention to one of the more fundamental concerns in recent years:
Windsor’s apparent disregard for its environment and its promotion of unsustainable planning practices.
As a Windsorite with a Geography degree from the University of Ottawa and a near-complete Masters in
Geography, in Belgium, I am very familiar with the planning processes of other cities in Canada and
abroad. I have seen projects of great importance, such as those in healthcare, be carried out in an
effective manner, consciously benefiting all people and their environment. Never have I seen such an illdeveloped project advance as far as that of Windsor’s Mega-hospital. Interestingly, I do not think that
the project would have progressed this far if experts and professionals in the areas of land-use planning,
environmental management, and urban planning were genuinely taken into consideration throughout
the proceedings.
The decision to locate the new hospital on an undeveloped 60-acre greenfield site at a substantial
distance from the city is environmentally irresponsible, short-sighted, and not something that any
“progressive” city in the 21st century should be striving for.

The cost to support infrastructure alone at such a remote location should be an immediate deterrent to
the proposed site. This, paired with the resources required to develop new roads, the allotment of new
transportation links, and impacts to our city's ‘’Urban Heat Island effect’’ by developing a greenfield are
factors that have not been given adequate consideration and consultation. Council members are very
aware of alternative sites, much less detrimental to our environment in both the short- and long-term,
that have been cast aside to make room for an extremely unfavourable site.
Simply put, the issue of the hospital’s location, if brought up with any of my colleagues, is laughable. I
can guarantee that Windsor is already shaping up to manifest a poor reputation in the name of planning.
It is clear that my generation (Millennials and Gen Z, alike) have already been plagued with the
consequences of poor decision-making. Decisions regarding infrastructure such as hospitals, with long
lifetimes, should be regarded through a lens of sustainable development. As we all know, sustainable
development attempts to meet the needs of the current generation without compromising those of
future generations. We are the future generation, and we implore the City of Windsor to do better.
Sincerely,

Madelaine Schmidt
Ward 4, Windsor
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Additional Information Notice of Motion
-----Original Message----From: mbondy
Sent: Friday, November 6, 2020 3:03 PM
To: clerks <clerks@citywindsor.ca>
Subject: City Council Meeting, November 9: Support of Item 15
CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments
unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

Hi there,
I'm writing about the proposed notice of motion regarding the Hospital listed for the November 9
Council meeting is. Windsor-Essex’s hospitals are in serious need of attention and action! Most buildings
are now more than fifty years old. Some are even older. The place is falling apart and it's not a ""fix a
few things here and there"" solution. That approach has costed us! In 2018, Windsor Regional Hospital
spent more than $180,000 on roof repairs alone, diverting money that could’ve gone towards patient
care. Boiler repairs have cost upwards of $680,000 over the past five years. And at present, the
hospital’s list of infrastructure needs is approximately $300 million - a cost that will increase over time.
Please move forward with the proposed notice of motion in of the new Windsor-Essex Hospitals System.
Best,
Marc Bondy

November 9, 2020
City Council Meeting Item 15
Additional Information Notice of Motion
From: Martin Ouellette
Sent: Friday, November 6, 2020 12:21 PM
To: clerks <clerks@citywindsor.ca>
Subject: A note in opposition to the new hospital location
CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments
unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

Hello,
Many other citizens have enumerated the manifold issues with the new location, including fewer
beds, transport issues, and cost of utility expansion.
My opposition is primarily due to the security vulnerability in reducing the region to one facility.
A single security event or communicable disease outbreak could instantly reduce us to zero
facilities, and if you think the Americans will let us over in a security or neotropic situation, you
have another think coming.
Martin Ouellette
Home and business owner, Ward 4

November 9, 2020
City Council Meeting Item 15
Additional Information Notice of Motion
From: Martin Utrosa
Sent: Friday, November 6, 2020 1:57 PM
To: clerks <clerks@citywindsor.ca>
Subject: New hospital at County Road 42
CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments
unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.
Hello,
I am writing to express my concern about the plan to locate a new hospital so far away from where most
residents of Windsor live. This is especially true for those who live in the west end of the city. Having to
travel across the city and past the airport will be a significant barrier to those seeking care from this
area. This issue is compounded by the fact that this is the poorest area of the city and there is no public
transit routes that go to the proposed site. The University of Windsor and its Medical School are also
located in this area. This means that medical students will face the same barriers to accessing the
hospital. Please reconsider the decision to locate our new hospital at this location.
Martin Utrosa

November 9, 2020
City Council Meeting Item 15
Additional Information Notice of Motion
From: Merry Ellen Scully
Sent: Friday, November 6, 2020 12:04 PM
To: clerks <clerks@citywindsor.ca>; mayoro <mayoro@citywindsor.ca>; Francis, Fred
<ffrancis@citywindsor.ca>; Costante, Fabio <fcostante@citywindsor.ca>; Bortolin, Rino
<rbortolin@citywindsor.ca>; Holt, Chris <cholt@citywindsor.ca>; Sleiman, Ed
<esleiman@citywindsor.ca>; Gignac, Jo-Anne (Councillor) <joagignac@citywindsor.ca>; Gill, Jeewen
<JGill@citywindsor.ca>; Kaschak, Gary <gkaschak@citywindsor.ca>; Mckenzie, Kieran
<kmckenzie@citywindsor.ca>; Morrison, Jim <jmorrison@citywindsor.ca>
Subject: Hospital Site Notice of Motion for Nov 9, 2020
CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments
unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

I am not in favour of the proposed new hospital site on Cty Rd 42, along with many
other citizens, for good reasons.
As this is Council's first official motion regarding the site, I am in favour of deferral of the
motion to allow closer scrutiny of the flaws in the Windsor Regional Hospital boards' decision.
Current newer members of Council should be given full review of previous delegations'
presentations which were deflected as not applicable to the hospital levy discussion in 2015 or
the Sandwich South zoning to enable hospital development in 2018.
This is still a contentious issue, and purportedly has caused delay in development of the hospital
plan. To gloss over those aspects only deepens the perception of the poor consultation process
which hangs over this project.
It is quite incredible that the virtual "Ward Meetings" in Wards 2 and 3 did not get the the
hospital location questions that the other wards had - these citizens are likely the most negatively
impacted by the proposed location.
A less politically driven and more careful and informative approach to community input would
only benefit the project. Given a more participatory and careful pace it could actually adhere to
the CoW's new Assets Management Plan and Policy, which requires that all new development be
measured by the Triple Bottom Line impacts.
Consider this carefully. Letting the hospital location be the tail wagging the dog for Sandwich
South development is unwise in numerous ways.
Sincerely,
Merry Ellen Scully Mosna
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Additional Information Notice of Motion
From: Mita Williams
Sent: Thursday, November 5, 2020 5:17 PM
To: clerks <clerks@citywindsor.ca>
Subject: Regarding the Motion supporting the new regional hospital
CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments
unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

Hello. I'm writing to express my opposition of Item 15, the motion put forth by Mayor Dilkens.
I do not support the proposed location of the proposed amalgamation of local hospitals. I do not
support the proposed location for several reasons. First I do not have confidence in the process
that selected the location. Secondly, I believe that moving the location of our hospital care far
away from our most vulnerable communities who already have limited mobility (and with no
commitment that transit will be considered an essential service) will result in harm. Thirdly, the
City of Windsor has already overspent its carbon budget and the location of the hospital will only
result in sprawl in a region that has not seen a considerable population growth since the 1970s.
Furthermore, I fail to understand why the city of Windsor continues to waste time, attention, and
precious resources lobbying senior levels of government on this matter when the Premiere has
already spoken on the record that he supports the investment of a new hospital.
The placement of a hospital at the edges of the City of Windsor is not in the best interest of the
residents of the city of Windsor and I do not support this.
Mita Williams
Chilver Road
--------------------------------------------------------------------------Mita Williams
newsletter: https://tinyletter.com/UniversityofWinds
more info: https://aedileworks.com/about/
--------------------------------------------------------------------------
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City Council Meeting Item 15
Additional Information Notice of Motion
-----Original Message----From: Nicole Baillargeon
Sent: Sunday, November 08, 2020 10:59 PM
To: clerks <clerks@citywindsor.ca>
Cc: Holt, Chris <cholt@citywindsor.ca>; Morrison, Jim <jmorrison@citywindsor.ca>; Francis, Fred
<ffrancis@citywindsor.ca>; Gignac, Jo-Anne (Councillor) <joagignac@citywindsor.ca>; Sleiman, Ed
<esleiman@citywindsor.ca>; Kaschak, Gary <gkaschak@citywindsor.ca>; Costante, Fabio
<fcostante@citywindsor.ca>; Bortolin, Rino <rbortolin@citywindsor.ca>; Mckenzie, Kieran
<kmckenzie@citywindsor.ca>; Gill, Jeewen <JGill@citywindsor.ca>
Subject: Council Meeting 09/11
CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments
unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

Good morning- if it is not too late, I would like to add the following letter to the public record for the
council meeting Monday Nov.9. Thank you, kindly.
Re. Agenda Item 15
Dear members of council,
My name is Nicole Baillargeon. I’m a ward 4 resident and a property and business owner in ward 5. I am
trained as an architect and run a start-up design and development studio based in Ford City and
Toronto. While I want to make it clear that I fully support the desperately needed investment in new
health care facilities, I must urge you to vote against the motion to support building a new hospital at
the proposed Country Rd. 42 location.
I think we can all agree this project is existential for Windsor - both sides of the debate understand that
it will shape our city in one way or another. However, there is an enormous disconnect between the
eager acknowledgement of the hospital’s catalytic potential for development in a fully new section of
the city, and the utter failure to acknowledge the deleterious effects of tearing two anchors from
established core neighbourhoods already suffering from decades of disinvestment and blight. There is
no indication that the proponents of this plan have considered the consequences of this. There has,
unfortunately, been no exploration of the catalytic effect that this kind of investment could otherwise
have on uplifting our existing city.
A hospital, like any essential infrastructure, does not exist in a vacuum. It is impossible to address the
challenges our city faces without considering how this shapes and contours them. Urban planning is
never neutral. If we are to meaningfully address inequity, marginalization, homelessness, we cannot do
this while making critical health care services more difficult to access by our most vulnerable. If we are
to work toward mitigating climate change, we cannot hail development which makes our city more
auto-dependent. We cannot claim to make fiscally responsible decisions in an uncertain economy, while
promoting wasteful, inefficient land use patterns.

We must look at the bigger picture.
Cities all over the world have been forced to reckon with the effects of nearly a century of planning and
development patterns that are well understood to drive inequality, economic and racial marginalization,
to weaken public transit, reduce walkability, and cripple asset management budgets. Cities have been
actively trying to reverse land use patterns that have induced and exacerbated environmental and public
health crises. Many cities, like our neighbour, Detroit, were making headway toward becoming
healthier, more sustainable and vibrant places well before COVID elevated that urgency. Yet, the plan
you are being asked to support today further entrenches the very patterns that so many other cities
have been working their way out of. The plan not only fails to address the most pressing challenges of
our time, but aggravates them. This plan is the antithesis of fiscally responsible, equitable planning, the
antithesis of Climate Emergency Declaration, the antithesis of public health. It is counterproductive to
the objectives of our very own Community Improvement Plans for core districts.
Windsor looks like a city out of touch with the intellectual, moral, and cultural climate of our era. We
look naive paying $100k for a PR campaign to sell what is a recognizably retrograde scheme as
aspirational, “world class,” and “state of the art.” Most importantly, we look - to many of your own
constituents - like a city that is indifferent to their concerns, that pays only lip service to issues like
equity and climate change. Why should we expect the provincial government to garnish funding for this
plan, and why should we be implored to get on the train (wreck) as if it is the only way forward. We
know it is not.
When you vote, I ask you to reflect on this image - then on a more positive vision of our city that we are
keen to project. Imagine the immense good that this project could effect. Consider that rather than
bending to political pressure to support this profoundly short-sighted plan, you could be integral in
forging a more principled, comprehensive, and inclusive approach that integrates the region’s health
care with environmental, social, and economic health. Thank you.
Nicole Baillargeon,
Resident, ward 4
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Additional Information Notice of Motion
From: Peggy Reimer
Sent: Friday, November 06, 2020 10:17 PM
To: clerks <clerks@citywindsor.ca>
Subject: Fwd: Item 15 Nov. 9, 2020 Agenda
CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments
unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

Sent from my iPhone
Begin forwarded message:
From: Peggy Reimer
Date: November 5, 2020 at 1:32:04 PM CST
To: "mayoro@citywindsor.ca" <mayoro@citywindsor.ca>, "ffrancis@citywindsor.ca"
<ffrancis@citywindsor.ca>, "fcostante@citywindsor.ca" <fcostante@citywindsor.ca>
Subject: Item 15 Nov. 9, 2020 Agenda
Dear Mayor and City Councillors:
To rectify all differences, is it not possible for WRH to erect a new Minor Emergency Clinic on
the already purchased property at CR42 and 9th concession to bring health care to county folks
and the new proposed neighbourhood dwellers and erect the Acute Care Megs Hospital in
Windsor’s core to bring health care to the majority of Windsorites?
This would keep everyone happy except of course the rich developers who are pushing for the
unacceptable plan. Thank you for all the work you do for our fair city.
Margaret Reimer Ward 10 Jim Morrison
Sent from my iPhone
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From: Robert Chanko
Sent: Tuesday, November 10, 2020 8:56 AM
To: Ciacelli, Anna <aciacelli@citywindsor.ca>
Subject: WRH Mtg
CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments
unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

Hi Anna - I realise I missed yesterday's meeting. I had to work late and then I had trouble
patching in after that. If its any consolation here's my argument for the new hospital - if you
could add it to the list or pass it on to any relevant, interested parties I would really appreciate it Thanks Anna.
Hi - my name is Robert Chanko and I’m a 57-year-old lifelong Windsor resident. I am also a
Mechanical Engineer who’s worked in the automotive industry in Windsor for over 30 years.
Unfortunately, I’m also a cancer patient. In 2018 I was diagnosed with metastatic kidney cancer
and I’ve been fighting the disease with the help of WRH, with some success, since then. I was
diagnosed here in Windsor at the ER at Hotel Dieu and underwent various tests shortly there
after. Eventually ended up in London for a kidney and 5cm tumour removal a couple months
later in April 2018.
This is the 1st serious medical challenge in my life and it was an eye-opening experience. For
the most part the medical treatment and support I received from the WRH team has been
excellent. However, from the facilities, comfort and privacy point of view the current hospitals
leave much to be desired in my opinion. I have worked in plant and operations management for
most of my career so I tend to look at all processes from a perspective of efficiency of labor and
other resources. I’ve had well over 2 dozen scans, tests and procedures during the last couple
years and some have gone well and others not so well. On the day I was diagnosed I sat in the
ER for eight hours while they ran various tests, which was understandable. However I was held
in the triage area I believe, where ER patients were churned through non-stop and it was very
uncomfortable for me to sit there and hear the patients explaining their ailments in the most
graphic manner to the ER doctor behind a curtain 8 feet away. I assume the doctors and nurses
are used to this experience but it was very awkward for me as well as the people being
diagnosed.
I’ve gone through sitting / laying in the hallway waiting for a procedures surrounded by groaning
and half naked people on stretchers which I found to be a disturbing and embarrassing situation
for all parties as well. I walked out of the ER last year after waiting for five hours with no
updates or communication on when I might see doctor, so I know there is opportunity for
improvement with that process – policy and technology wise.
During my treatments I’ve met with doctors at London Victoria, Karmanos and U of M Hospital,
experiences which took place in modern and comfortable settings, which I imagine a new WRH
could easily surpass once its up and running. There are a few more stories I could share but I’m

sure you’ve heard them all before so I’ll stop here. Again I’d like to re-iterate that my personal
experiences have been very pleasant in most cases, and my Oncology team is doing a great job.
I know my cancer journey isn’t over yet so I will be seeing more hospital time in the future – it
would be nice to experience it in a comfortable, modern, efficient, and more private setting.
Hopefully Council will take my words into consideration to help drive the new hospital forward
as quickly as possible.
Thank you.

Robert Chanko
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From: Steve Green
Sent: Friday, November 6, 2020 1:54 PM
To: clerks <clerks@citywindsor.ca>; mayoro <mayoro@citywindsor.ca>; Francis, Fred
<ffrancis@citywindsor.ca>; Costante, Fabio <fcostante@citywindsor.ca>; Bortolin, Rino
<rbortolin@citywindsor.ca>; Holt, Chris <cholt@citywindsor.ca>; Sleiman, Ed
<esleiman@citywindsor.ca>; Gignac, Jo-Anne (Councillor) <joagignac@citywindsor.ca>; Gill, Jeewen
<JGill@citywindsor.ca>; Kaschak, Gary <gkaschak@citywindsor.ca>; Mckenzie, Kieran
<kmckenzie@citywindsor.ca>; Morrison, Jim <jmorrison@citywindsor.ca>
Subject: Hospital Location Concerns
CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments
unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

Good Day,
I am writing in connection with Item 15 (Notices of Motion) on the City Council
Agenda for November 9, 2020.
I do not support the construction of the new regional acute care hospital on
County Road 42. In particular, I am very concerned about the use of
agricultural land for a new hospital.
I would prefer the region to use 'brownfield' sites or previously developed sites.
Thank you for reading my concern.
Steve Green
Windsor, Ontario
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Additional Information Notice of Motion
-----Original Message----From: tnschoof
Sent: Sunday, November 08, 2020 8:19 PM
To: clerks <clerks@citywindsor.ca>
Subject: RE: November 9 Council Meeting: Support of Proposed Motion
CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments
unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

Hi there,
I'm writing about the proposed notice of motion regarding the Hospital listed for the November 9
Council meeting is. Windsor-Essex’s hospitals are in serious need of attention and action! Most buildings
are now more than fifty years old. Some are even older. The place is falling apart and it's not a ""fix a
few things here and there"" solution. That approach has costed us! In 2018, Windsor Regional Hospital
spent more than $180,000 on roof repairs alone, diverting money that could’ve gone towards patient
care. Boiler repairs have cost upwards of $680,000 over the past five years. And at present, the
hospital’s list of infrastructure needs is approximately $300 million - a cost that will increase over time.
Please move forward with the proposed notice of motion in of the new Windsor-Essex Hospitals System.
Best,
Tim Schoof
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---------- Forwarded message --------From: Marie Cobham
Date: Thu, Nov 5, 2020 at 11:54 AM
Subject: Addressing Item15 Notice of Motion Nov 9, 2020
To: clerks@citywindsor.ca <clerks@citywindsor.ca>
CC: cholt@citywindsor.ca <cholt@citywindsor.ca>, esleiman@citywindsor.ca
<esleiman@citywindsor.ca>, fcostante@citywindsor.ca <fcostante@citywindsor.ca>,
ffrancis@citywindsor.ca <ffrancis@citywindsor.ca>, gkaschak@citywindsor.ca
<gkaschak@citywindsor.ca>, jgill@citywindsor.ca <jgill@citywindsor.ca>,
jmorrison@citywindsor.ca <jmorrison@citywindsor.ca>, joagignac@citywindsor.ca
<joagignac@citywindsor.ca>, kmckenzie@citywindsor.ca <kmckenzie@citywindsor.ca>,
mayoro@citywindsor.ca <mayoro@citywindsor.ca>, rbortolin@citywindsor.ca
<rbortolin@citywindsor.ca>

To Agenda Item 15 Notice of Motions November 9,2020
I want to express that I DO NOT support the proposed location on County Road 42 for
the new Acute Care Hospital.
I am 84 years old and I moved to Windsor in 2010 with my husband in order to be closer
to our family. My husband’s health was very compromised and with that, we decided to
reside within reasonably close distance to Windsor Regional Hospital (Ouellette
Campus). My husband passed away in 2012 and over those two years his hospital
admissions were numerous. We knew that minutes were critical getting him to the
hospital in times of crisis and I spent countless hours there waiting for news and caring
for him day to day on admission. Patients need their loved ones every day and they need
their advocates.
I currently live within walking distance of Windsor Regional Hospital (Ouellette
Campus) with my 60 year old daughter who is developmentally challenged. I can’t
imagine, at my age being admitted to a hospital so far from our home or having to visit
and care for my daughter if that came to be. I live on a fixed income and having to
commute a 24 km(roundtrip) each day to the hospital would be devastating if not
impossible for me.
I urge you to think very hard about this motion that so easily overlooks the services and
accessibility of those that reside in the heavily populated areas of the city where hospital
services SHOULD be available for good reason.

I would hope that as a council, you would look at this issue beyond the ward you
represent and for the city as a whole and you consider the greater good in terms of
accessing hospital services. There is ample opportunity to formulate a plan that is much
more beneficial for everyone. Rather than support this location what would be more
beneficial to us all would be to work on formulating a plan that ensures equitable access
to services we are all entitled to.
Sincerely,
Marie Cobham Ward 3

